
Edexcel 16 mark style question: ‘The 1875 Public Health Act improved the 

filthy living conditions in industrial towns like Leeds.’  

How far do you agree? Explain your answer.
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Thackray Medical Museum’s 1842 Street reconstructs some of the filthy living conditions found 

in Leeds in the nineteenth century:

16 mark questions are the most challenging on the Edexcel exam paper.

• On the one hand, you need evidence that agrees with the statement.
• On the other hand, you need evidence that disagrees with the statement.

The examiner wants you to weigh up the evidence on both your hands and make a final judgement that answers the 
question.

Use this handy trick for answering 16 mark questions:
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Edexcel 16 mark style question: ‘The 1875 Public Health Act improved the 

filthy living conditions in industrial towns like Leeds.’  

How far do you agree? Explain your answer.

1. Take a full page and draw around your hand.
2. On the palm of that hand, write: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Find 3 pieces of evidence to show how the 1875 Act 
improved conditions. Your class exercise book and 
school textbook will help you. 

4. Jot down a heading for each of the three pieces of 
evidence along three of the fingers on your hand.

5. On the next page, draw around your hand again.
6. On the palm of the second hand write: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Find 3 pieces of evidence that show that the 1875 Act 
did not improve conditions. 

8. Put headings for this evidence onto three fingers on 
your second hand.

‘On the one hand, the 1875 Public Health 
Act improved the living conditions in 
industrial towns like Leeds because…

‘On the other hand, the 1875 Public Health 
Act did not improve the living conditions in 
industrial towns like Leeds because…
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Edexcel 16 mark style question: ‘The 1875 Public Health Act improved the 

filthy living conditions in industrial towns like Leeds.’  

How far do you agree? Explain your answer.

9. Now look for supporting details in your class exercise book and textbook to add weight to 
the evidence on each hand. Look for supporting facts, figures, quotations, examples and/or 
statistical evidence. 

10. When you have collected detailed evidence for both hands: think.  
Decide which evidence weighs most heavily. In other words, which evidence convinces you the 
most? 
This will be your final judgement. 

11. You are ready to write your answer to the 16 mark question:
 
     Neatly copy out the exam question. 
     In full sentences, briefly outline how far you agree that the 1875 Public Health Act improved  
     filthy living conditions in industrial towns like Leeds.  
     This is your introduction.
     Start a new paragraph and write up the evidence from the hand full of evidence that agrees with  
     the statement.
     In the next paragraph, write up the evidence from the other hand that disagrees with the  
     statement.
     Write a final paragraph to explain which evidence convinces you. 
     This is your final judgement that answers the question.

Hand your work in to be marked.


